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Description
The CollectionComposer and CollectionReader actors extend CollectionSource to read XML representations of the input to a
COMAD workflow and translate them into data tokens, metadata tokens, collection delimiters, etc. Presently all data read in by
CollectionComposer must be contained in the XML that is provided either as a parameter value to CollectionComposer or as an
external file to CollectionReader. However, many workflows use data from other files and this data currently must be read and
parsed by explicit actors elsewhere in the workflow. The input to a workflow would be clearer, and workflows simpler and more
transparent, if files could be referred to in the XML processed by CollectionSource, and if CollectionSource were to automatically
include the contents of these files in the workflow input.
A simple first step would be to enable CollectionComposer to read in text files either as a TextFile collection containing a single
StringToken holding the contents of the file, or a TextFile collection containing one StringToken for each line of the text file. (Existing
COMAD workflows demonstrate the usefulness of both approaches).
A second step would be to allow one to register format-specific parsers for CollectionSource to use when reading particular types of
files. For example, a FASTA file parser could be plugged in that would create a FASTA collection filled with (e.g., DNA) Sequence
tokens, and a Nexus file parser could create a Nexus collection containing CharacterMatrix, WeightVector, and phylogenetic Tree
tokens.
Related issues:
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